Directions: The question is based on the accompanying documents.
In your response you should do the following.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Thesis: Present a thesis that makes a historically defensible claim and responds to all parts of the question. The
thesis must consist of one or more sentences located in one place, either in the introduction or the conclusion.
Argument Development: Develop and support a cohesive argument that recognizes and accounts for historical
complexity by explicitly illustrating relationships among historical evidence such as contradiction,
con-oboration, and/or qualification.
Use of the Documents: Utilize the content of at least six of the documents to support the stated thesis or a
relevant argument.
Sourcing the Documents: CAPPflaC.
Contextualization: Situate the argument by explaining the broader hist01ical events, developments, or processes
immediately relevant to the question. (Think Star Wars opening crawl.)
Outside E\'idence: Provide an example(s) or additional piece(s) of specific evidence beyond those found in the
documents to support or qualify the argument.
Synthesis: Extend the argument by explaining the connections between the argument and OI'{E of the following.
o
A development in a different historical period, situation, era, or geographical area.

PROMPT
L Evaluate the causes of tensions between traditional values and modern attitudes during the 1920s.

Document_t.
Source: Sinclair Lewis, Babbitt, 1922
Just as he was an Elk, a Booster, and a member of the Chamber of Commerce, just as the priests of
the Presbyterian Church determined his every religious belief and the senators who controlled the
Republican Party decided in little smoky rooms in Washington what he should think about disarma
ment, tariff, and Germany, so did the large national advertisers fix the sruface of his life, fix what he
believed to be his individuality. These standard advertised wares-toothpastes, socks, tires, cam
eras, instantaneous hot-water-heaters-were his symbols and proofs of excell ence; at first the signs,
then the substitutes, for joy and passion and wisdom.

Document 2.
Source: The World's Most Famous Trial: Tennessee Evolution Case, 1925
Mr. Darrow: Do you claim that everything in the Bible should be literally interpreted?
Mr. Bryan:

I believe everything in the Bible should be accepted as it is given there; some of the
Bible is given illustratively. For instance: "Ye are the salt of the earth." I would not
insist that man was actually salt, or that he had flesh of salt, but it is used in the sense
of salt as saving God's people.

. .. .

Mr. Darrow: But when you read that Jonah swallowed the whale-or that the whale swallowed
Jonah-excuse me please-how do you literally interpret that? ...
Mr. Bryan:

One miracle is just as easy to believe as another....

Mr. Darrow: Perfectly easy to believe that Jonah swallowed the whale? ...

..

Mr. Bryan:

..

Your honor. I think I can shorten this testimony. The only purpose Mr. Darrow has is
to slur at the Bible, but I will answer his question. I ·will answer it all at once, and I
have no objection in the world, I want the world to knmv that this man, who does not
believe in God, is trying to use a court in Tennessee--

Mr. Darrow: I object to that.
Mr. Bryan:

(Continuing) to slur at it, and while it will require time, I am willing to take it.

Mr. Darrow: I object to your statement. I am examining you on your fool ideas that no intelligent
Christian on earth believes.

